
 The Young Leaders Conference

Have you decided on the degree you want to pursue or you 
want to fast-track from education to employment with a 
professional qualification?    
 
Does a career in accounting and finance excite you?

Are you prepared to become a future leader?

Get all your answers at our very first virtual Young Leaders 
Conference: Developing the skills of the future on 27 
March 2021. This conference is your opportunity to interact 
with a range of leaders, mentors and experts who will help 
you realise your potential and equip you with the skills 
needed to enter and thrive in the professional world.

 Developing the skills of the future

3 workshops1 day I I Multiple expert 
speakers

 27 March 2021 I 3pm - 5pm

Scan to RSVP

#PwC’sYoungLeadersConference

Upskilling could lead 
to the net creation of 
5.3 million new jobs 
by 2030.

Upskilling for shared prosperity, a 
report by PwC and World Economic 
Forum 



38% of CEOs who are the most advanced in delivering their upskilling 
programmes were very confident about their growth.

PwC’s Talent Trends 2020

“

Get in touch 
 T| +971 56 511 4280 
 E| mer_academyuae@pwc.com

3 - 3.10 Welcome and introductions
3.10 - 3.40 Rock your Linkedin profile LinkedIn Mena
3.40 - 4.20 Practicing and implementing emotional intelligence Mehrunissa Wazri
4.20 - 5 AI 101 Semih Kumluk
5 - 5.10 Meet the future you Danish Sange
5.10 - 5.30 Panel discussion - Skills of the future
5.30 - 5.45 Q&A
5.45 - 6 Breakout sessions. Discover new pathways to success

Agenda

Panel discussion

Tune into an interactive panel discussion with experts from ACCA, UoL and 
PwC to learn about the skills in demand and how organisations and 
professional bodies are preparing individuals for the new workforce.

Why should you attend?

We’re on the edge of a new world of work - our jobs are changing, and fast. 
The gap between the skills people have and those needed for jobs in the 
unprecedented world is one of the most critical problems of our time.

Join experts from PwC and LinkedIn for a series of hand-on, insightful 
workshops to learn a range of soft and technical skills that will take you one 
step closer to becoming the professional of the future.

Meet our industry experts and training consultants and choose the right 
professional qualification to upskill yourself. 6 week accounting Diploma 
OR study + work @PwC as a Young Employable Scholar (YES) or good 
old ACCA prep; Identify the programme that suits you the best.

Skill development workshops

Discover the new pathway to success
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#PwC’sYoungLeadersConference

Meet the future YOU!

Get firsthand experiences of PwC employees and ACCA students who are 
now accountants and successful finance professionals.


